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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is an extension of the monotone iterative methods for finite difference 
equations with discrete time delays to a class of nonlinear finite difference system with continuous 
time delays. The system under consideration is a finite difference approximation of a class of reac- 
tion diffusion equations with continuous time delays in the nonlinear eaction function under either 
Dirichlet or Neumann-Robin boundary conditions. Various monotone iterative schemes, which de- 
pend on the property of the nonlinear eaction mechanism, are developed for the computation of 
numerical solutions. It is shown by the method of upper and lower solutions that the two sequences 
obtaine(t from each iterative scheme converge monotonically from above and below, respectively, to a 
unique solution of the finite difference system. Applications are given to two model problems known 
as the diffnsive logistic equation and the Fisher's diffusion eqnation in population genetics. (~) 2001 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Reaction diffusion equations with time delays have been treated extensively using both functional 
analytic approach and the method of upper and lower solutions. Most of the treatments in the 
earlier literature are devoted to the qualitative analysis of the equations, including the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution and the asymptotic, behavior of the solution (see [1-3] and the 
references therein). In recent years, the method of upper and lower solutions and its associated 
monotone iterations have been used to develop numerical algorithms for the computation of finite 
difference solutions (cf. [2,4 10]). These works are mainly dealt with reaction diffusion equations 
with discrete time delays. In this paper, we extend the finite difference system in [9,10] to a class 
of reaction diffusion equations where the reaction mechanism involves continuous time delays. 
The finite difference system under consideration is given in the form 
(I+ kA)un = u,~_a + kf,~ (u,~, J ,  u,~) + g, ,  n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
u~=rM,  n=0,  1 . . . .  , - s ,  (1.1) 
where  u,, -- (u l , ,~ , . . . ,  UN,~) ~, represent ing  the  so lut ion of the  sys tem,  is a cohmm vector  in R 'v, 
A~ is an N by N matr ix ,  I is the  ident i ty  matr ix ,  k is a smal l  pos i t ive constant ,  and  £n('), g~, 
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and tlr~ are prescribed fimctions. The fimction f~(urz, J * u¢z) is, in general, nonl inear in un and 
a * u~, and is given in the form 
fn (,1~.,, J * lilt) - (fl,n ('/q .... gl *Ul. ,z) , . . . , fN., , . ( lLN,rt ,  J ]v*UN, ,z) ) ' ,  (1.2) 
where. (.)' denotes a cohlmn vector in R ~,  Ui.,~ = (u< .~, 'u.i,-.~+l,... ,  ui.,~)', anti 
a * u~ (&  * U1 ....... , J:\, * U~-,,,~), 
gi * Ui.,, =- ~ O,~,e,A . . . .  e'u,i.e, i = 1 . . . .  ,N .  (1.3) 
{.= - - s  
The function ,J,. * (~.~.~z is an approximat ion of the integral 
/~ t ,, ( J  • ,,)(:,,~, ~,,) - J(:~:~, t,~ - ~),,(:~, ~) (i~, (1.4)  
, 7" 
with the quadrat ic  weights {[~,e} which are chosen to possess the property  
0 < [),,..( < 1 and ~ P,,.e < oc, /~ = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  ~" s . . . .  ,'/~, (1.5) 
(=- -s  
where r > 0 is a given constant. 
The nonl inear system (1.1) is a finite difference approximat ion of the following react ion diffusion 
system with contimlous t ime delay: 
u.t - DV ~ u. = ./'(z, t, u, d * u), :r ~ fL 
B~ - ~(a:, t), z c 0~,  
~,(z ,  t) - t / ( z ,  t ) ,  z ~ ~,  
O<t<_T ,  
0<t<_T ,  
- r<t<0,  
(1.6)  
where ,Q is a bounded and coLmected omain in R ~, with boundary  0~Q (p = 1, 2 , . . .  ), D and T 
are posit ive constants, and B'u, and .I * u, are given, respectively, by 
B,t, = (~ 0-7 + "~(:*)< 
// ,l • ,~ = .J(:~:, t ~)~(z ,  ~) d~, 
, 1 .  
(1.7)  
with ~ denoting the outward nornml derivative on ~)~. It is assumed that  either o' = O,/3(x) ~ 1 ~')/+ 
(Dirichlet condit ion), or ¢~ - 1,/~(:c) _> 0 (Neumann or R.obin condition), and the kernel J(.z', t) is 
a contitmous function and possesses tile property  0 < J(:c, t) _< 1 on 9, x [0, T], where ~ = ~ LJ 0~. 
It is clear that  the f lmetion Ji * Ui,,~ in (1.a) is an approximat ion of the integral J * u in (1.7) 
at lhc mesh poinl (:ri. t,,) with resl)ect o the weight flmctions {p~,,}. Notice that  if the weight 
functions are chosen ~ts p,,., - ,~" for all (m [), then .Li * Ui,,~ is reduced to the (r ight-hand side) 
l~ ieL i lanLL  s l ln l  
n 
,L, , U,,~ = k: E Ji, ~-e 'u.i,, 
g- -  s 
(with ,I-i. ,,+.s 0). It can be easily shown by the standard implicit finite difference approx imat ion 
for pm'abolic equations that  the matr ix  A in tile system (1.1) is associated with t.he diffusion and 
boundary  ol)erators DV"  and B, g~ is associated with the boundary  function g(.% t), and 
k = At  is the t ime-increment.  TILe constant k: is chosen such that  s = r/k'  is a posit ive integer. 
The l)Url)oS(~ of this paper is to present several monotone iterative schemes for the computat ion  
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of the solution of (1.1) by the method of upper and lower solutions. These iterative schemes and 
the requirements of upper and lower solutions depend on the property of the nonlinear function 
f,.(u~, v , )  with respect o v,,. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we show the existence and uniqueness of a 
finite difference solution and a basic iterative scheme for the computation of the solution when 
f,~(u~, v~) is nondecreasing in v,~. Similar iterative schemes are given in Section 3 for the case 
where f~(u~, vn) is nonincreasing in v.,z or it is the sum of a nondecreasing and a nonincreasing 
function of v~. In all the iterative schemes, no monotone condition on f , (u , ,  v , )  with respect 
to u~ is required. In Section 4, we show the existence and uniqueness of a solution and a monotone 
iterative scheme for an arbitrary CLflmction f , (u , ,  v , )  using a pair of generalized Ul)t)er and 
lower solutions as initial iterations. Finally, in Section 5, we give an application of the monotone 
iterative schemes to two reaction diffusion model i)roblenls known as logistic diffusion problem 
and Fisher's model in population dynamics. 
2. MONOTONE ITERATIONS FOR 
QUASIMONOTONE NONDECREASING FUNCTIONS 
By the standard central difference approximation of V2u and a suitable approximation of the 
boundary condition, we may impose the following basic conditions on the matrix A and the 
components L,,~(u, v) of f,~(u, v). 
HYPOTHESIS (H). 
(i) The matrix A =: (aa~.) is irreducible and satish'es the condition 
N 
aj.~>O, aak_<O, and ~aj,,_>0, tbrj, k= l , . . . ,N .  (2.1) 
k= i 
(ii) For each i and ~, fi,n(~,, v) is a Cl-ti,netion of,u and v tbr (u, v) ~ Si.,~ and 0 < ,li.~ < 1, 
where S<, is a subset o[R 2 g~ven by (2.4) below. 
Hypothesis (H)(i) implies that A is an M-matrix, and for each k > 0 the inverse matrix 
([ + kA) - t  exists and is a positive matrix (cf. [11,121). Moreover. the slnallest (~igenvalue A0 of A 
is nonnegative, and if the condition 
N 
E ajk > 0, for at least one j (2.2) 
/~:= 1
is satisfied, then A0 > 0 (see [12]). The subset 5'~., in (H)(ii) is given by the sector between a 
pair of upper and lower solutions whose definition depends on tile property of the components 
fi,,~(u, v) of f,~(u, v) with respect o v (but not necessarily with respect o 'u). We first consider 
the case where fi,~(u, v) is nondecreasing in v. 
DFFINITION 2.1. Let, ~ >_ 0 in S.i,,. Then two vectors u, ,  u ,  are ealled ordei'(?d upper and 
lower solutions of (1.1) if ft,, >_ fi~ and it" 
(2.3) 
and fi.r,~ satisfies the above inequalities in reversed order. 
In the above definition, the subset Si,~ is given by 
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where f~i..,~ and f i i . .  are the respective components of fi~ and fin. For notational convenience, we 
set,  
& = {(u ,v )  ~ s: ~'~ x R~'~; Ca,,, a .<, )  < ( , ,v )  < (~,n,, J .  < , )} .  (2.5) 
Define nlatrices At, and Fr, by 
A,, = I+k(A+F, , ) ,  F~,=diag(71 ..... . . . , Tx , ,0 ,  (2.6) 
where 2'i.,~, i = 1 , . . . .  N, are any nonnegative functions satist~qng 
aL .... } 
=.., ... > ,,-,~,:< -~( .~,~, ) ;  (.~,, ~,) e s~,,~ . (',.7) 
By the nomteg~ttive property of Fn, the inverse A~ 1 exists and is a positive matrix. This implies 
(0) that  for any init ia l  it.eration u~, , the sequence {ul~ " )}  governed by the i terat ion process 
A ..(,,) = u(,,) r~ (,,-~) (u(, , -~) (.,,~-t)~] , ,u . . . . .  _ t+k l t .u~,  +f , , , \  . ,a*u~ ) +g. ,  
(,-) 
11i" t ~ '~/ I  ! 
n,=l ,2 , . . . ,  
(2.s)  
n, = 0, -1 , . . . , - s ,  
exists and can be computed 1) 3' the standard marching process fin' linear systems of equations. 
Moreover, the use of the implicit method fin' the parabolic problem (1.6) ensures that  the com- 
putat ion of ul, "*~ in the above iteration process is uneonditionally stable with respect o the mesh 
size in t ime and space (of. [13,14]). \Ve  denote the sequence by {~m)} if u~P ) = fi~ a.nd by/u,~ / 
if u lP  ) - n,~, and retbr to them as inaximal and nfinilnal sequence, respectively. This definition 
will l~e used for all other monotone iterative schemes in the present and the following sections. 
The following theorem gives the monotone convergence of these sequenees. 
¢),f,.,, '['tlF()Illr, M ~.1. Let ~ > 0 in S,,,, and let fln, U,n be a pair of ordered upper and lower 
.~ol,,tiolLq. Ass,m,e that [{Yt)otl,esis (n)  lie]as. 2"lion tl~e. seqt/ellee {~I; '*)} given b.y (2.8) converges 
monotolfica.lly from above to a nmMmum solution ~,~, while {u!ff 0 } eonverges monotonical ly fi'om 
beh>w to a minimal solution u~,. Moreover, 
n,, < . . . .  ,_,I, '''~ 5_ -~,i "'+~ > < ~_~,,, < ii,, < =.(,,+~., <_ =.(,~/,~, _< fi .... . , , . , ,  = 1, 2 , . . . .  (2.9) 
Pl{o()l:. The proof is similar to that in [9] and we give a sketch as follows: l)y the proof of 
, - - (m)~ , (m) Lemnm '2.1 ill [9], the, maximal and minimal sequences ,tu~ /, 'tu,, } possess the monotone 
property in (2.9). This implies that the limits 
l im --(")  -- lint ("J t in  = t l r~,  FUn = Un ," 
I t l  ~ ,~C,  I ll----* ~ 
(2.10) 
exist and satis[y (2.9). Letting m ~ oc in (2.8) and using relation (2.6) show that  ~,~ and _u,. are 
solutions of (1.1). The nmximal and nfinimal property of the solutions ~,  and u,  follows from 
the same reasoning as that  in [9]. | 
'D~ show the uniqueness of the solution we need to impose some. conditions on the time- 
increment A: in relation to the function .f~.,(u, v). Define 
O'rl ~ lnax  
]~in, n lax  
8,L .... } 
(~,,,~;); (,~,,,,) < s ,  ..... ~=1 . . . .  ,N  , 
(u ,  ; ( .~ , ,v )~& ...... i :1  . . . .  ,X  . 
( U 
(2.11) 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the sohltion. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. 
k(B, + A&) < 1, 1x=1,2,.. 
lf 
1 
403 
(2.12) 
then U, = gn (E u;) and uFL is the unique solution of (1.1) in S,. Moreover, 
PROOF. By the maximal and minimal property of U,, and u,, it suffices to show ii, = elz. Let 
W 7L = IJ, - u,. By (2.9) w, < 0, and by (1.1) and the mean-value theorem, 
(I + kA)w, = wn-1 + k [fn (u,, J * 11,) - fn (h, J * %)I 
= wn-1 + k [Fu (CL, 0,) wn + F, (tn, 0,) (J * w,)] , 7x=1,2,..., (2.14) 
W n =o, n=O,-l,..., -s, 
where (m, 0,) is an intermediate value in S,,, and F,, and F, are the Jacobi matrices of f, given 
Fu CL, 0,) = die 
(2.15) 
F,(<,, 0,) = diag 
It is clear from the nondecreasing property of ft.n(~, v) in w that F, (&, 0,) is a nonnegative 
matrix (but F,, (&, f3,) is not necessarily nonnegative). For each n = 1,2, . , define matrices Qn 
and P, by 
Qn = pn,n diag (Jl,o,. . . , JN,o), 
P, = I+ k [A - Fu(E,, 0,) - Fv(&z, &IQ,], 
(2.16) 
where pn,n is given by (1.5). Since by (1.3) the components of J * w, are given by 
n-1 
Jt * W,n = C Pn,t J,. n-e w.e + Pn.n J~,o w~)i,n z j, * Wi, n-1 + Pnn Ji,owi,ni i=l,...,N, 
e=-s 
we lnay write 
J*w, =j*w,_~ +Qnw,, (2.17) 
where j* w,,-1 = (j, * WI. n-l,..., JN * WN,~-~). Using (2.16) and (2.17) in (2.14) leads to 
Pnwn = W,-1 + kF,,(E,, &,) (j * %-1) , 12=1,2,.... (2.18) 
Consider the case n = 1. In view of w, = 0 for n = 0, -1,. . .,-s, we have Plwl = o. 
Since F,(&,8,)Q, is a nonnegative diagonal matrix and 0 < pn,n J,,, 5 1 for all (i, n), Hy- 
pothesis (H)(ii) and (2.15) imply that the diagonal elements of F,([,, &)Q, is bounded by A&. 
Moreover, the elements of F,(&, 8,) are bounded by cn. Since P, has the same off-diagonal 
elements as that in A, we see from condition (2.12) that the smallest eigenvalue pL, of P, is real 
and possesses the property 
pu, 2 1 - k(0, + h/l,) > 0, 71= 1,2,... 
This implies that Pi’ exists (and is a positive matrix) for every n = 1,2, . . . In particular, the 
relation Plwl = o ensures that WI = o. Assume, by induction, that we = o for @ = 1,. . ,‘n - 1 
and some n > 1. Then by (2.18), Pnwn = o which yields w, = o. It follows from the induction 
principle that w, = 0 for every n = 1,2,. . . . This proves ii, = gn. I 
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' On-i) and J *  (,~-i) Iri the i terat ion process (2.8), the terms un_ 1 u~ can be replaced by u*~_ 1 and 
* , __ .,--, (m- - l )  , 
J On- -1  t (~nUn , respectively, whenever  u~_  1 is computed. Specifically, we have  the  following 
i terat ive scheme which is more useful in pract ical  computat ions:  
* I * )] nun = Un--  1 -}- ]g rnU~ 'n -Z)  Jr- ~n \(U(m-1)n , j * Un-- 1 -}- Qn u( ra -1 )  -}- gn ,  
n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2.19) 
u~(rz) = rb~ , n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s .  
Denote the sequence again by {~m)} if u (°) = fin, and by {u~ ~)} if u(~ °) = fi~. The following 
theorem gives the monotone convergence property  of these sequences. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the conditions in Theorem 2.2 be satis~ed. Then the sequences {~!~z)}, 
{u~ ~) } given by (2.19) converge monotonically from above and below, respectively, to the unique 
solution u~. Moreover, relation (2.13) holds. 
PROOF. By (2.19),(2.3), and ~o)  = fin, the vector w} °) - ~}o) _ ~(1) satisfies the relat ion 
Jtnw(O) ~ (11n--1- U~.--I)~-t~ [fn (fln' J * t l r t ) -  [n (U! - , ,}* l l r*~_ l  q -Qnu~O)) ]  , (2 .20)  
-- __ __ * and  for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and w,. = fir,. ~ln > o for n = 0, -1 , . . . ,  - s .  Since fir, > u.r~ 
J * fin = 3 * f in - i  + Q,,fi,~ > J * Ur*-I ~- Onu(O)  
we see from (2.20) and the nondecreasing property  of f~,(u, v) in v that  #,hA w (°)., _> o. It follows 
(0) fi'om the posit iv i ty of AT~ ~ that  w,r~ _> o which yields ~,0 ) >_ ~,~). Assume, by induction, that  
.~![-t)  > -(e)u,~ for f = 1,. .. ,'m and some m > 1. Then by (2.19), the mean-value theorem, and 
('~) ~!~r~) =(re+l) the nonnegative property  of F,t + F~,(G~, 0,~) and Fv(,~,,, 0,~) we see that  wr~ = - u n 
satisfies the relation 
I F  W ( . . . .  1) --( . . . .  1) ,J , _}_ ~,zU  n a- ( .~)  k L ,, ,~ + G u,~ , J ~r~,WTz ~-  Llll __ l 
= k [G + G (& ,G)  +£,, (&,o ,~)@jw (r'~-~) >_ o, 
(-~) ('~) 
for n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  and wrz = 0 for 'n  = 0 , -1  . . . .  , - s .  This implies w,~ > o which leads to 
( re+l )  
i i ( '0  > ii("~+1) A similar argument gives u}~ "~+1) > u~ ") and -(,,,+1) > u~ . By the induct ion 
principle, these sequences possess the monotone property  in (2.9). Hence the l imits ~,~ and u 
in (2.10) exist and satisfy (2.9). Lett ing m --+ oo in (2.19) and using (2.6), show that  ~,~ and u,~ 
satisfy the equations 
l" \ 
(i  + kA)u,  = + kf. [u r . . ] .  u :_ ,  + + g. ,  
Un = ~r~, 
n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(2.21) 
where un stands for either Urz or u n. 
To show u~ = u,*~, we let w,~ = u,~ - u,r* and subtract  (1.1) frorn (2.21) to obtain the relat ion 
i,+ Atw,, (u., 3 . . .  ) ] 
= k [F~, (~r~, 0,~) wn +/Pv ({n, 0,z) (On wn)] ,  for n = 1, 2 . . . .  , 
and w~ = 0 for n = 0 , -1 , . . .  , - s ,  where ({n,0n) is an intermediate value in $.,z. The above 
relat ion is equivalent o Pnw~ = 0 for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  where Pn is given by (2.16). It follows from 
the nonsingular property  of P~ that  w,~ = o. This yields un u,*~, which proves the theorem. |
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3. MORE GENERAL QUASIMONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
When the f imction fi.~(u, v) is nonincreasing in v, the defirfition of upper and lower solutions 
is coupled and is given by the following. 
O.L . . . .  
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ~ <_ 0 in Sire. Then two vectors fL,, un are called coupled upper and 
lower solutions of (1.1) if fi~ > fl,~ and 
(I + kA)fi,~ >_ fi~_~ + kf,~ (fi,,, J • / i , , )  + g,~, 
( I  q- ~A)tlrz ~ £1n_ 1 -1- kf,~ (fi,~, a * fi,~) + g,~, ,,. = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
fin k r/,~ _> fi,~, n = 0 , -1  . . . . .  - s .  
(3 .s )  
In the above definition, tim subset Sire is given by (2.4) with respect to the pair fin, ritz 
satisfving (3.1). For these types of functions, we,' construct two sequences {~I~")}, {ul,! '')} fi'om 
the l inear i terat ion process 
A~!m) --(,n) IF 7i -(m- 1) /'--( .. . .  1) ) ]  = U .... 1 + k + f,  , u~;,~ 1) F,~-,~ [,u,~ ,J +g,.  
,All!in) (,n) IF , , ( re_ l ) ( (m- l )  --( ..... 1))] = Un--1 + k q- fr~ u,~ J * ur, [ ,~--~r~ , + g .... 
--(m) (m) 
uT~ = -nun = ~Tn, 
: 1, 2 . . . . .  (3 .2 )  
l~=0, -1 , . . . ,  s .  
where ~}o) = fi~ and _~u (°) = u,~. It is obvious that these sequences are well defined. In the 
following theorem, we show the monotone convergence of these sequences. 
O fi . . . . .  
TttEOREM 3.1. Let ~ < 0 in Si,~, and let f~,, u,, be coupled upper and lower solutions 
of (1.1). Assume that Hypothesis (H) and condition (2.12) are satisfied. Then the sequences 
lur~ ~ given l)y (3.2) converge monotonically fi'om above and below, rest)ectivel3~ to a 
unique solution u~*~ of (1.1). Moreover, relation (2.13) holds. 
Paoom.  The proof of the monotone property  (2.9) fbr the sequences {~i},m/}, /u ,  ) in (3.2) 
follows from the same argument as that  in [9] and is onfitted. In view of this monotone property,  
the l imits ~,,, u,, in (2.10) exist and ~,, > u~,. Lett ing nz + ec in (3.2) shows that  ~,,. and u,, 
sat isfy the equations 
(I+kA)~,,~ -- Un--I @ kfn (U'rt, J * tin) q- g,,, 
( I+kA)un=u~_ l+kf~(u , , , J *~, , )+g .... .n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
u~ = Ur~ = r/r,, n = 0 , - -1 , . . . ,  S. 
(3.3) 
We show that  ~,~ = u~ (=- u~*~) and u~* is ti le unique solution of (1.1) in &~. 
Let w,~ = u~, - ~ ,  < o. By (3.3) and tile lnean-value theorem, 
( I  + kA)w~ W,n_ 1 -- /~ [fr~ (11,~, 
W=O~ 
J * ~ , , )  f,, (~,,. ,  J * u , , ) ]  
0,~) w,~ - F~, (~,,, Or,) ( J  * w ,<) ] ,  'n = 1, 2 . . . . .  (3 .4 )  
'l~. = 0, 1 . . . . .  - s .  
Since the above relation is in tile saule form as that ill (2.14) where F,,(~,,,0,,) is replaced 
( -Fv (~n,  0~)) which, ill view of the nonincreasing property  of f<~ (u, v) ill v, is a nonnegat ive 
diagonal  matr ix,  we see fronl ti le proof of Theorem 2.2 that  wr~ = o for 'u = 1, 2 , . . . .  This proves 
~,, = _UU,,,. Now if u~ is an arb i t rary  solution of (1.1) ill $~, then by a subtract ion of (1.1) from 
the first equat ion in (3.3) and using the relation '-L~ = u~, we see that  w~ ~ U,  - u., satisfies 
the same relation in (3.4). This leads to E,, = u,~ and thus the uniqueness of the solution. | 
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As in the case fin" quasimonotone nondecreasiug functions, tile iteration process (3.2) (:an be 
replaced by tile improved iterative scheme 
A_(.,,,) . [~ - ( .~-1)  ( - (  ..... 1) 3 * * + 0 u ( '~- I ) ) ]  + g.~, u,, u .  l+kp , ,u ,~ +f .  u,~ , u,~ i ~ . . . .  ~ }j 
( * n ~(,,,- l)~l -4" (m) * IF ,,(m--l) . .... 1)  Un_ l  (3.5) _._%,. =u .... l+k  L . . . . . .  +g~ ul; J *  +-~,,-,~ j j+g~, ,  
'n, = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
--(m} . (m) u.  = Mr, = rb,, 'n = 0 , -1 , . . .  - s ,  
where ~.!o) = fi,~, _u.!l)) = fl,,., and u,* is the unique solution of (1.1). This iterative scheme leads 
to the following conchlsion. 
THEOEEM 3.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Then a]] the conclusions ill 
I- (m)~ TJ~eoren~ a.1 1,old tr,;e f'or tl~e seq,ences {~2)}, ~u,~  given b;, (a.S). 
Pl~oOr. The proof tbllows from a sinfilar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and is 
onfitted. II 
The monotone iterative schemes for quasimonotone nondecreasing and nonincreasing functions 
can be extended to a more general class of nonlinear functions in the form 
fn(U,V) = f~l)(u,v) ÷ f},2)(u,v), (3.6) 
where f,~])(u,v) is nondecxeasiug in v and <'))(u,v)  is nonincreasing in v. For this class of 
flmctions, the requirement of upper and lower solutions is given by the following. 
DgI.'INITION 3.2. Let fn(u ,v)  be given by (3.6) with ~ >_ 0 and ? <_ 0 in Si,,~. Then two 
V('ctors fln, ll n g~1"¢) called coupled upper and lower solutions of (1.1) i£ fi~ >_ fl~ and 
(Z + ~:A)~,,, >_ ~,,,_ ~ + k [f~2 (a,,, J *  ~,,~) + f(~)(a,,, J *  u,,)] + g~, 
fl .... , + k If},')(fl,> J * fi,,) + f(9)(ft, ,  j ,  un)] + g,,., ',, = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (3.7) (l + a:A)fl,, < 
fl,~ > rb, _> fin, n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s .  
The subset Si,,  in the above definition is given by (2.4) with respect to the present pair fi,~ 
and ft . .  
Let. ~ (~') > 0. fli,~ ~) > O, and o},! :) be the respective functions given by (2.7) and (2.11) with /t,gl . . . .  
respect to the function f(O(u ~'~ (g = 1.2) and let, 
A.,, = I + k A + FI, 1) + Pll 2) Fig ) = diag \ 1, r~ ' " '  ' '  aN:n/ , g = 1, 2. (3.8) 
(g) 
By Hyl)othesis (H) (i) and the nomlegative property of F,~ , the inverse A~ 1 exists and is a positive 
matrix. Using ~I °) fl,~ and- (0 )  = u,~ = u,~ as the coupled initial iterations, we can construct wo 
~=(.,,,) . (m)~ se(tuences tu,, }, lu,,, ~- from the linear iteration process 
,, ,, 1. t --/~: I- '!! ) ,  + F I I  2) =(m-l)u,,, 
,,.,,, =u, ,  ~ +~:  FI: + (,~,-t~ 
_Ff{l)  (ll(m-1)\._,, , .] . un" (m--,)', ~ / _L f. 2) (Un(m--l), j .--(Llrz . . . .  1 , ) ]  q- g.., 
~= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
--(,,.) . (m) 
u, ,  - u , , , ,  = r/r~, n = O,  -1 , .  . . , - s .  
The following theorem gives the monotone convergence of these sequences to a unique solution 
of (1.1). 
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os2,,! osL~2 THEOREM 3.3. Let fn(U,V) = f (1 ) (u ,v )+ f(z2)(U,V) where ~ _> 0 and ~ _< 0 in &,~, and 
let fin, fin be coupled upper and lower solutions. Assume that Hypothesis (H) and the condition 
(0.(1) _}_ 0.(£2) nt - ]~,I(1) _f_ /~!2)) < 1, n = 1,2, . . . ,  (3.10) k 
are satisfied. Then the sequences {~'~)}, {u}[ ~) } given by (3.9) converge monotonically from 
above and below, respectively, toa unique solution u,*~ and satisfy relation (2.13). 
PROOF. It is easy to show by the argument in [9] that the sequences {~}['~)}, ~ (,n) lu~ }, given 
by (3.9) possess the monotone property (2.9) and their limits ~n, Un satisfy the relation ~n -> u~ 
and the equations 
( I  q- l~ 'A)un  : Un--1 q- k [<1)(On, J *  Un) -k <2)(On, J *  Un)] -}- gn, 
(, + kA)u= = Un_ 1 +/g [fiz 1) (Un, J ,  l_ln)Jr- f!~)(Ur,., 3"  ~,,)] + gn, 
Un = un = r/n, 
= 1, 2 , . . . ,  (3.11) 
n=0, -1 . . . , - s .  
Let Wn = u n -~n -< o. By a subtraction of the two equations in (3.11) and using the mean-value 
theorem, we obtain 
(I + kA)w,~ = wn-t + k [F~ (1) t n, n jw +F,! 1) 0(1)~ 0(1)~ ( J ,wn)  v ' -n  , n ] 
(2),0(2) 
=Wn- '  d-lg [(Yu (1) (/¢(1),-~n ,0(1)~-{-fu (2) /¢ (2 )n / / \ -n ,0(2)~) Wnn/ /  
(2), 8(2) * wn)] @ (F~I) (/¢(1) 0(1)~ -Fv(2) (~n n ) )  (J 71 = 1, 2, \~n , ~ ) . . . . .  
. /~  (e) 0 (e )  and Wn = 0 for n = 0, -1 ,  . . ,  - s ,  where t~,~ , ~ ), f = 1, 2, are some intermediate values in Sn- 
Since the above relation is in the same form as that in (2.14) where F~((n, 0n) and Fv((n, On) are 
replaced, respectively, by .P(1)/¢(1)u inn ,0(n 1)) d-Y~2)(~}/2), 0}?)), and F(1)(~ (1), 0 (')) _ .P(2)/¢(2)v inn ,0¢/2)), 
we conclude from the proof of Theorem 2.2, using the nonnegative property of P(1)/¢(1) a(1)~ • v \%n ~ t 'n  } - -  
F,!U)(¢!~ e), 0(£ e)) and condition (3.10), that w~ = 0 for all n = 1, 2 . . . . .  This proves ~n = u~. The 
uniqueness of the solution in S~ follows from the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1. l 
The monotone iteration process (3.9) can be replaced by the following improved iterative 
scheme: 
~ ii(m) * [(  !~ ) f (1 ) ( -1 )  , * q_ (~)n~}~m-- 1 ,) rz~,~ ---- an_ 1 Jr- k F ) ~- F!? ) ~-.(m-1)Un _}_ ~!~n j Un_l 
+f(2) (~(rn- 1) J ,  \ n , U* U (m-l) 
. [( ) • ) 'rzUn = Un- -1  ~- ]9 r(1) -~- F!? ) -u~ m-l) -~ <1) \-n(U('n-1) , a * Un-- 1 -[- Q,~u(n m-l) (3.12) 
+f(2) U( ,~- I ) , J .Un_ I+.~ n n +gn,  n=l ,2 , . . . ,  
~,:n) . . . . . :  U~ ') = rb~, n = 0,--1, ,--s, 
where ~(0) = fin, _u~ °) = u,~^, and u n* is the unique solution of (1.1). This iterative scheme yields 
the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the conditions in Theorem 3.3 be satisfied. Then the sequences {~(m)}, 
Un ) given by (3.12) converge monotonically to the unique solution u~ and satisfy rela- 
tion (2.13). 
PROOF. The proof follows from the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and is omitted. | 
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4.  NONQUASIMONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we extend the monotone iterative schemes in the previous sections to prob- 
lem (1.1) with an arbitrary CLfunction f~(u, v) without any quasimonotone condition. For this 
general class of nonlinear functions, we have the following definition of generalized upper and 
lower solutions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Two vectors fin, fin are called generalized upper and lower solutions of (1.1) if 
fi'r~ -> h,a and 
(I+kA)fi,~ _> fi~_~ + kG(fi~,v~0 +g,~, 
(I  -}- ]gA)urz <~ £1r,-1 -}-/gfrt(£1n, VrO @ gn,  
(4.1) 
tbr all J * fl~ <_ v~ <_ J * fi,~, n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
fin >_ rb~ >_ fin, n = O, -1 , . . . , - s .  
It is obvious that the above definition is reduced to that in Definition 2.1 if f , (u~,vn)  is 
nondecreasing in v~z, and to that in Definition 3.1 if f~z(un, v~) is nonincreasing in vn. To obtain 
a monotone iterative scheme, we define 7~,,~, ~n, and Mn by (2.7) and (2.11) where S,~,, is 
given by (2.4) with respect o the generalized upper and lower solutions. Choose "7i*~ such that 
~. ,~+7"  >0and ' l . / z  - -  
7i?n >- max l---~7-v (u,v); (u,v) E Si,r, , (4.2) 
and define matrices 
(4.3) 
Then our iterative scheme for an arbitrary function f~(u,~, v,~) is given by 
*. (m) ,+fn  u(m J *  * +Qnu~ - l )  +gn,  ArzU n ~ un_  1 
n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
u~ n) = ~M, n = 0 , -1 , . . .  , - s ,  
(4.4) 
where u~ is the unique solution of (1.1) in $,~. Although the above iterative scheme is in the 
same form as that in (2.19), where An and F,~ are replaced, respectively, by A{~ and F~, the 
existence of a unique solution u* needs to be proven. We do this by a ladder argument starting 
from n = 1. Denote the sequence again by {~;~)} if u(~ °) = fin, and by {u~ )} if u(~ °) : fin. 
It is clear that if either one of these sequences converges to some limit u,~ as m --~ oo, then u~ 
satisfies the relation 
=u*~_ i+kfn  (u~, J ,u*  l+Q~u~)  +g~, 'n= 1,2, . . . ,  (i + kA)u,~ (4.~) 
u~=~/n ,  ~=0, -1 , .  . , - s .  
* whenever  * exists. VCe show that Un = u~ u n 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u~* be a solution of (1.1) in $,~, and let 
(4.6) 
I f  u~ E $~ and satisfies the equations in (4.5), then us = u*,. 
PROOF. Since u*~ satisfies the equations 
( u,) • , j ,  , +@~ ,~ ( I+kA)u ;  * +kf~ u, .  ~-~ Un_ 1 On--1 n = 1, 2, 
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a subtraction of this equation from (4.5) and usin, D the mean-value theorem shows that. w,, z 
% - uz satisfies the relation 
(I+ kA)wn, = k [fn (un, j * u;-1 + Qnun) - f,, (II;, .i * u;_~ + Q&)] 
= k IF,, (En, en) wn + Fti CL, 0,) (Qnwn)] , n=1>2,..., 
where (&, 0,) is an intermediate value in S,. The above relation is equivalent to P,?wTL = o, 
where P, is given by (2.16). By condition (4.6), the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
shows that PT;’ exists, and therefore, w, = 0 for 77, = 1> 2: It is obvious that w,, = 0 fol 
11 = 0, -1,. , --s. This proves u, = ut. I 
Using the result of Lemma 4.1 and the argument for systems without time-delay, we have the 
following conclusion. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ii,, ti, be generalized upper and lower solutions, and let Hypothesis (H) 
and condition (4.6) be satisfied. Then problem (1.1) has a uniclue solution u:~. nforoover, the 
sequences {iiiml}, {II:“‘} given by (4.4) converge monotonically to UT?, and satisfy relation j2.13). 
PROOF. We show the existence of a solution u,*, and the monotone convergence of the sequences 
{u?)}, {up’} by a ladder argument as that in [lo]. For a given $_I1 we define 
It is easy to see from Definition 4.1 that if 
j * ii,_l 5 j * u;_~ 5 J * II&-~; 11 = 1.2,. . ? (4.8) 
then the pair U,, and ii, are also ordered upper and lower solutions of the finite difference system 
(without time delays) 
(I+ kA)u, = UT,-I + k&(x) + g,,, 11= 1,2,.... 
(4.9) 
uo = Qo. 
Notice that condition (4.8) holds whenever &_I 5 u:_~ < &_I. 
Consider the sequence {Up)} for n = 1, where u$p’ is &her U, or ti,,. In view of u: = vrL 
for 72 = 0, -1,. . , -s, we have j * UC-~ = j * ~~~-1 for 71 2 1. This implies that condition (4.8) 
holds for 1% = 1. Since by (2.7), (4.2), and (4.7) 
foralli=l;..., N when n. = 1, the argument in [8,10] for system (4.9) shows that t,he sequences 
{iii”‘} and {c(lm)} converge monotonically from above and below, respectively, tjo a unique 
solution u1 that satisfies the equations in (4.5) for II = 1. Here the miiqueness of uI is ensured 
by condition (4.6). By Lemma 4.1, u1 = UT, which proves the existence of a unique solution UC 
and satisfies (2.13) for II = 1. Knowing the solution UT and 61 < UT 5 Ul, we obtain relation (4.8) 
for n = 2. The same reasoning as that for UT shows that a unique solution u; exists and the 
sequences {iibm’ }, {up’} converge monotonically to u4 and satisfy (2.13). A continuation of the 
above argument shows that a unique solution uz exists and (2.13) holds for every 11. This proves 
the theorem. I 
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5. APPL ICAT IONS 
It is seen from the results in the previous sections that  the main requirement for the existence 
of a unique solution of (1.1) and the computat ion of the solution is the determinat ion of a pair of 
(ordered, coupled, or generalized) upper and lower solutions. To demonstrate some techniques for 
the construction of these functions and the application of the various monotone iterative schemes, 
we consider two reaction diffusion model problems as that in [10] but with continuous delays in 
the reaction mechanism. The first model is a diffusive logistic equation given by 
ut - DV2u = u(a  - bu - c J *  u) + q(x , t ) ,  (5.1) 
where a, b, c, and D are positive constants and q is a given nonnegative continuous function. The 
boundary and initial conditions are the same as that  in (1.6), where g(x,  t) and r](x, t) are assumed 
nonnegative in their respective domains. The above model problem has been investigated by many 
investigators but are mostly for the qualitative property of the solution including the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution and the asymptot ic  behavior of the solution (cf. [1,2,4,15]). Our 
concern here is the construction of suitable upper and lower solutions and the implementat ion of 
the corresponding monotone iterative scheme for numerical solutions. 
By the implicit method for parabolic equations, we approximate the above problem by the 
finite difference system (1.1) where A possesses the property (H)(i), and fi,,~ is given by 
fi,T~ (ui,~, Ji * Ui,**) = u<n (a - bu.i,,~ - cJi  * Uz,n) + qi,n. (5.2) 
For example, in the one-dimensional case f~ = (0, 1) under Dirichlet boundary condition (a = 0, 
/3(x) - 1), the matr ix A is a tridiagonal matr ix  whose diagonal elements are 2(D/h  2) and upper 
and lower diagonal elements are - (D /h2) ,  and gn is a vector given by g~z - (9(~ °), 0 , . . . ,  0, 9(1)) ', 
where h - Ax is the spatial increment in (0, 1), and g} °) = g(0, t~) and g(~ 1) - (1, t~). By (5.2), 
the function fn (u ,v )  is a nonincreasing c l - funct ion  in v and satisfies Hypothesis (H)(ii) with 
Si., = R + x R +. Hence, a unique finite difference solution u~ to (1.1) for this model problem 
exists and can be computed from any one of the iteration processes (3.2) and (3.5) provided that 
a pair of nonnegative coupled upper and lower solutions can be constructed. We seek such a pair 
in the fbrm fi,~ = K and fl,~ = o, where K - (K , . . . ,  K)  ' is a positive constant vector. 
It is clear that the pair (fi,,~, fi,~) = (K ,o )  satisfy the inequalities in (3.1) if 
( I  + kA)K  _> K + kL~(K, o) + g,~, 
o < kf .  (o, J • K)  + g,~, n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(5.3) 
and o < rl,~ _< K for n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s .  Since by (H)(i) AK  _> o, and by (5.2) (with 5i,,~ = K,  
i~i,n, = 0) 
L,~(0, or~ * K )=q~ .... and L ,~(K ,O)=K(a -bK)+q~,n ,  
we see fi'om q.i,~ _> 0 and 9i,~z >-- 0 that the inequalities in (5.3) are satisfied if 
K(a  - bK)  + -~ + ~ <_ O, 
where ~ and ~ are the respective least upper bounds of q.i,,~ and gi,n. It follows by choosing any 
K > 0 satisfying 
K(bK  - a) _> ~ + ~; (5.4) 
the pair fi~ = K and fl,~ = o are coupled upper and lower solutions whenever 0 _< tin _< K.  
To compute the nlaximal and minimal sequences fi'om (3.2) or (3.5), we observe fl'om (5.2) 
that  O f .,:,~ O f i,~ 
a - 2[)ui,n - ct~i,.r~, Ou,.,~ Ov ,.~ cu~ .... (5.5) 
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where v~;.~ = Ji * Ui,~. This implies that the values of a~ and 3/I~ in (2.11) are given by 
cr,~ = max {a - 2bui,n - cvi,n; 0 << ui,,~ <_ K ,  0 < vi.,~ <_ J.~ • K ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  N} ,  
J i l l  n = max {cUi,n; 0 <_ ui, n ~ K, i = 1 , . . . ,  N} .  
This leads to cr,~ = a, ~l& = cK .  With these values of ~ and M:,~, condition (2.12) becomes 
k(a + c/() < 1. (5.6) 
Moreover, by (5.5) the requirement (2.7) for 7i,n becomes 
7i,,~ -> max {2bui.~ + cv<,~ - a; 0 <_ u.i,~ <_ K ,  0 < Vi, n ~ J i * K} .  
Hence, it suffices to choose ~/i,n = ~' and Fn = 7I ,  where 
_> max{0, (2b + e)K  - a}. (8.7) 
By an application of Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2, we have the following result for the diffusive 
logistic model (5.1): 
THEOREM 5.1. Let  K > 0 be any constant  sat is fy ing (5.4) and let k - A t  sat is fy  condit ion (5.6). 
Then  the t~nite dif ference system (1.1) of  equat ion (5.1) under the boundary- in i t ia l  condit ions 
il] (1.6) has a unique solut ion u n which satis/~es the relation 
* <K,  for all n = l, 2, 0<_u . . . . . . , (5.8) 
whenever  0 <_ ~7~ <- K for n = O, -1 , . . . ,  - s .  Moreover,  for any  constant  7 sat is fy ing (5.7) the 
sequences {~(m)}, {u~m)} obtained f rom either (3.2) or (3.5) with ~(o) : K ,  u o = o, and F = 7 I  
converge monoton ica l ly  to u~ and sat is fy  relation (2.13). 
We next consider the Fisher's diffusion model which is given by the equation 
ut - DV2u = au( J  * u -  0)(1 - J ,  u) + q(x , t )  (5.9) 
and the boundary-init ial conditions in (1.6), where D, a, and 0 are positive constants with 
0 < 0 < 1 and q(x , t )  is a nonnegative continuous function (cf. [10,16,17]). In this model, the 
fimction fn(u, v) with 
f~,~ (ui,,~, vi,~) = aui,~ (vi,~ - 0) (1 - vi,**) + qi,,~ (5.1o) 
is neither nondecreasing nor nonincreasing in v for v > o. To compute the solution of the 
corresponding finite difference system (1.1), we apply Theorem 4.1 by constructing a pair of 
generalized upper and lower solutions. To do this, we observe that the function H(v)  ~ a(v  - 
0)(1 - v) has a global maximum p = (a/4)(1 - 0) 2 at v = (1 + 0)/2. This leads to the choice of 
fi,~ = zn and fin = o, where z~ is the positive solution of the linear problem 
[I + k (A  - pI)]z~ = z~- i  + kq,,  + g,~, n = 1, 2 . . . .  , 
(5.11) 
z~ = rb~,  n = O, -1 , . . . , - s .  
The existence of a unique positive solution z~ to (5.11) is ensured if 1 + k(A0 - p) > 0, or 
equivalently, 
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where  A0 is the  smal lest  e igenvalue of A. Indeed,  since gi,, >_ O, f<n(O,v) = q<, >_ O, and 
fu~('u, v) <_ pu + q<n for all u, v > 0, the pair fi,~ and fl,~ = o satisS" all the inequal i t ies  in (4.1) if 
( I  + kA)f in >_ fi,~-i + k(pfi,, + %0 + g~, 
fin >- rM, 
n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
n =O, -1 , . . . , - s .  
In v iew of (5.11), the above relat ion is clearly satisf ied by fin = z,~. Th is  shows that  (fi,~, fin) = 
(z,~, o) is a pair  of genera l ized upper  and lower solutions. Since by (5.10) 
Ofi,~ Ofi,n _ 
o<,~ : ~('~"~ - o)(1 - ,~,,~), o~,,~ ~, ,~ (1 + o - 2~,~,,~), (>13)  
the funct ions ~,.~, "T ~,,n, -c7~,, and M,~ in (2.7), (4.2), and (2.11) are given, respect ive ly  by 
~,,,~ max { -~ ( ,,,~ 0) (1 - Q, , )  ; o < ,,,,,~ _< ~.,~} 
~*,~ m,~x {-a,~,~, (1 + 0 - 2,,,~) ; 0 <_ ~,~,  ,~,~,, < ~,,~}, (5.14) 
<,=p,  ~¢=max{~( l+0)<, , , ; i= l  . . . .  ,X} ,  
where  Zi,rz , i = 1, . . .  , N ,  are the components  of z,~. By  an appl icat ion of Theorem 4.1, we have 
the fol lowing conclusion. 
THEOaEM 5.2. Let k - A t  satisfy" conditions (4.6) and (5.12) where ~n and M,~ are given 
by (5.14), and let Zn be the posit ive solution of  (5.11). Then the finite difference sys tem (1.1) of  
the Fisher's model (5.9) under the boundary-initial conditions in (1.6) has a unique solution u,*~. 
h.loreover, the sequences {~}~,0}, {u!2)} given by (4.4) with g!o) = z~ and u} °) o converge 
monotonical ly to u~*~, and satisfy relation (2.13). 
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